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It’s a long and winding path 
to get new health facilities 
As a District Health Board we plan, fund and provide 
health services for the people in our community. However, in 
Canterbury an extraordinary amount of clinical, management 
and consumer time is focused on ensuring all of our new (and 
existing) facilities are fit-for-purpose. 

In Canterbury this has been compounded by the significant 
level of damage resulting from the earthquakes in 2011 
– 14,000 hospital rooms damaged and 44 buildings 
demolished. 

There are a slew of standards required to ensure staff and 
patient safety including the obvious, such as the Building 
Code, along with various specific Healthcare Facility 
Standards that take into account the space required to 
perform certain tasks and infection control to ensure our 
buildings will be safe and function well for everyone who 
will occupy them.  

And we face the same challenges you do building your own 
house, there are always budget constraints and trade-offs 
– if you want marble bench-tops, fancy taps and all new 
furniture you might have to cut back in other areas. These 
decisions are tricky enough on a domestic scale, but when 
it comes to spending public funds on public facilities, it’s a 
balancing act between value for money and ensuring the 
finished product will meet everyone’s needs today and in 
years to come.  

In August 2016 we officially opened our new facilities at 
Burwood Hospital, and since then we’ve had a number of 
major projects on the go:

 › The Acute Services building is under construction on 
the Christchurch Hospital Campus and we expect to be 
moving in some time during 2019.

 › The new Christchurch Outpatients facility, also in the 
final stages of construction, is located across from the 
Emergency Department – we expect to be moving 

in later this year. Once staff can move in to this new 
building, the temporary Hagley Outpatients building will 
be dismantled and a large section will be transferred and 
re-assembled in Rangiora.

 › Next to the new Outpatients building is the privately-
developed Health Research Education Facility (HREF), 
which is on track to open later this year. We will be one 
of the main tenants. It will house more than 2000 Ara 
staff and students, along with 75 DHB staff from our 
Workforce Development, Professional Development, and 
Clinical Skills Units along with students and staff from 
the University of Canterbury’s Health Sciences faculty. 
At this stage it’s on track to be occupied from the end of 
July.

On the drawing board
New facilities for the ‘stranded’ mental health services 
currently based at The Princess Margaret Hospital site are 
currently being designed. This follows the approval of the 
Indicative Business Case in September 2017 to proceed 
with the development of the Detailed Business Case, 
which has seen the appointment of design consultants 
including architects earlier this month.  User Groups are in 
the process of being established and will include a range of 
mental health staff from our Child, Adolescent and Family 
inpatient unit, Eating Disorders and Mothers and Babies 
units, the Seager Clinic and a range of outpatient services. 

It’s expected that these new Mental Health facilities will be 
completed within three years.
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An Indicative Business Case [IBC] is in the final stages of 
being completed for the remaining part of the Christchurch 
Hospital Campus. The IBC looks at how we can best use 
the existing Christchurch Hospital Buildings once all acute 
services have moved into the new facilities. As part of this 
process, a range of options are being considered including 
whether a third tower could be built on the podium of 
the new acute services building and which parts of the 
old buildings should be demolished, and what can be 
refurbished/repurposed in a cost-effective way. The Board 
will be reviewing the final IBC this month.

At last week’s Canterbury DHB Board meeting the 
Strategic Stage Analysis for our new Laboratory facilities 
was approved. This will now be submitted to the Capital 
Investment Committee for approval; the next step in the 
process is an Indicative Business Case.    

A Strategic Stage Analysis, looks in detail at:

 › the purpose of the new facilities – what’s the problem 
we’re trying to solve? 

 › the methodology – how will outcomes be achieved? 
 › funding – cost estimates and sources of funding
 › affordability
 › regional and national service implications
 › clinical and service analysis requirements
 › population needs assessment and models of care
 › facility analysis and requirements
 › next steps and time-frames

A huge thanks to everyone working so hard behind the 
scenes, and often on top of your day job, to ensure that 
Cantabrians will benefit from new health facilities.

The Ministry of Health has completed work on the service 
tunnel which runs under ‘Hospital Corner’. This tunnel 

carries essential services 
such as steam, oxygen, 
water, gas and lamson 
tubes to all the buildings 
on Christchurch Hospital 
site. They are also working 
on plans for a new Energy 
Centre and a long-term car 
parking solution.  

The amount of construction 
and disruptive road 
works in the vicinity of 
Christchurch Hospital is 
unprecedented. Check 
the photos in this week’s 
Facilities Fast Facts on 
page 5 to see the progress 
being made.

Have a great week, and if 
you’re driving, cycling or 
walking around the road cones and construction vehicles, 
take care out there. 

Have a great week

David Meates 
CEO Canterbury  District Health Board

CEO Update refresh
You may have noticed that we’ve updated the look and feel of the CEO Update. 

The colours have been refreshed to match the wayfinding signage that is gradually being rolled out across our sites. 
In addition, the articles and stories are now divided into three main sections: Regulars – those updates you see 
every week, such as Bouquets and Facilities Fast Facts; Our Stories – the tales of our people and the organisation; 
and Notices – for short alerts on upcoming events, initiatives or things to be aware of. 

We hope this helps make it slightly easier to navigate the Update. If you have any feedback on the CEO Update 
please email communications@cdhb.health.nz

A huge thanks 
to everyone 
working so 

hard behind 
the scenes, and 
often on top of 
your day job, 
to ensure that 
Cantabrians 
will benefit 

from new health 
facilities.

mailto:communications@cdhb.health.nz
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Pre-Admission Clinic, Christchurch 
Hospital

I received wonderful care in the Pre-
Admission Clinic, all done on time 
with lovely staff who were very caring. 
Great service received.

Intensive Care Unit, Christchurch 
Hospital

The team – physicians, nurses, social 
workers and occupational therapists 
– all fabulous. Our whānau are so 
very grateful for the staff’s skills and 
expertise. 

Oncology, Christchurch Hospital

I want you to know how greatly I 
appreciate the kindness that has 
been given to me during my radiation 
treatment. I owe my affection, 
gratitude and respect to you all. God 
bless you all and carry on.

Wards 15 and 16, Christchurch 
Hospital

I would like to thank all the staff in 
these wards. I was looked after so 
well. I have to come back for another 
procedure but I am not worried as I 
feel safe in the hands of the doctors 
and nurses. The meals were very nice. 
Everyone is very friendly, especially 
looking after me when I was in so 
much pain. The nurses got me through 
the night. Thank you for your excellent 
care. I will be back soon.

Intensive Care Unit (North) and 
Post Anaesthetic Care Unit (East), 
Christchurch Hospital

I would like to give a special thank 
you to all the people in these wards 
for looking after my nephew who was 
hit by a car. Thank you all so much for 
your blessings.

Radiology, Burwood Hospital

Very swift service – much appreciated. 
To be seen and attended so quickly 
was so thoughtful. 

Ward 15, Christchurch Hospital

I stayed overnight after my procedure. 
During this time I received first 
class treatment in all respects. Very 
impressive.

Intensive Care/High Dependency 
Unit/Ward 21, Christchurch Hospital

Everything was great, the nurses and 
the doctors, ambulance and security, 
right down to the food service, 
everyone was great. 

Maternity Outpatients, Christchurch 
Women's Hospital

I wanted to write a quick note to say 
how great my experience was this 
morning at the hospital. All of the 
staff were lovely, from the woman at 
reception, the nurse I saw first, the 
physician, to the phlebotomist who 
took my blood. Everyone made me 
feel very calm and welcome (welcome 
is a funny way to feel at a doctor’s 
appointment but there you go!) and 
well looked after. The waiting area 
was calm and comfortable but I was 
not waiting long at all. Thank you very 
much! 

Plastics, Christchurch Hospital

I wanted to publicly thank Dr Charlotte 
Blau for the care she provided to my 
six-year-old son when he required 
stitches in his nose. Despite clearly 
being in the middle of a very busy 
Saturday, she took the time to make 
him feel so comfortable and she 
was kind and gentle with him. She 
talked him through what was going 

to happen and got him through five 
stitches in his face under local without 
so much as a tear. Her explanations 
to my wife were complete and clear 
and our whole experience was such a 
positive one because of the way she 
interacted with my wife and son. So 
thank you Charlotte. Your care and 
compassion were greatly appreciated.

Gastroenterology Unit, Christchurch 
Hospital

I underwent a gastroscopy and 
endoscopy yesterday and would 
like to pass on comment about my 
experience. I was a bit apprehensive 
about the procedures as I had not 
had any before but from the time 
I arrived at reception till the time 
I was discharged I found all the 
staff involved to be very friendly, 
understanding, professional and they 
alleviated my anxiety dramatically. 
The procedures were well covered 
in pamphlets I received prior to my 
appointment. The nurse explained 
things again and the doctor also 
checked I was ok with what was 
being done and went over possible 
complications and the consent. After 
care staff were attentive and helpful. 
Please pass on my thanks to the unit.

North Inpatient Services, Hillmorton 
Hospital

We have received two personal 
messages from consumers on North 
Inpatient this week acknowledging 
the kindness and attentiveness of 
clinical staff on the unit. One message 
states how the nursing staff made the 
consumer feel ‘respected, cared for 
and safe’. She particularly mentioned 
Chrissie whom she described as ‘very, 

Bouquets
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very good to talk to, practical and 
caring’. The heartfelt message also 
acknowledged the ‘wonderful job’ 
done by Laura the OT in running the 
ward programme as well as general 
appreciation of the admin staff, 
cleaners and ‘everyone who keeps the 
ward running’. 

The other compliment received drew 
attention to how accommodating 
and helpful the nursing staff were in 
arranging an alternative bedroom for 
the consumer to help her feel safe and 
promote sleep. The consumer really 
appreciated this and it is an example 
of how seemingly small gestures 
and kindnesses can make a huge 
difference in people’s lives.

Vascular Clinic, Christchurch Hospital

The hospital experience was positive 
from start to finish. Mr Peter Laws 
and his team from the Vascular Clinic 
treated me with kindness and respect. 
I was kept informed at all times and 
grateful the surgery was carried out 
successfully.

Ward B1, Burwood Hospital

To all the team on Ward B1 who looked 
after … during his time at Burwood, 
we would like to extend our heartfelt 
thanks, for the kindness, compassion 
and care you showed him. He was 
truly grateful, as were we, for the 
support you offered. 

Emergency Department, Ward 
26 (Oncology), Radiology, and 
Laboratories, Christchurch Hospital

My stay in hospital was life threatening 
and dealt with in a manner that 
could not be criticised. Everyone was 
caring and kind to my wife. I cannot 
imagine being in a safer environment 
than Christchurch Hospital. My 
heartfelt thanks goes to all staff in 
the Emergency Department, Ward 
26, Radiology, Laboratories and any 
other sections involved in my recovery. 
Please advise all involved of my 
gratitude.

Health care assistants, Ward 28, Christchurch Hospital

The palliative care team would like to thank the health care assistants on Ward 28 for their help with a 
young palliative care patient.

Haematology registrars Alison Chang and Jane Rutherford 

I would like to say a huge public thank you to Haematology registrars Alison Chang and Jane Rutherford for 
the difference they are making to efficient and effective testing for haematology patients... Typically daily, 
and at least every second day, Alison or Jane emails nominated staff in Surface Markers, Cytogenetics 
and Molecular Oncology to inform us of what testing is required and, just as importantly, any testing that 
is not required. This has led to the teams being able to triage samples and prioritise appropriately which 
makes a huge difference when the teams are stretched and need clear direction. Alison/Jane’s emails also 
encourage the teams to communicate with each other and see their individual areas/tests in the context 
of a much wider view of patient health and disease. It seems like such a simple thing, but these emails 
have transformed the way information flows through the laboratories sharing these samples. I, and other 
members of the Genetics group have thanked them several times for her efforts, but I can’t help thinking 
that it’s not enough. Last Friday I had to step in and coordinate the haematology testing for Genetics and 
referring to their email meant I could complete the task in a fraction of the time it has taken in the past. 
From Elsa Parker, Genetics Section Head

#carestartshere

Big Shout Out 
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Facilities Fast Facts
Acute Services building
These photos show what a difference three years make. The first picture is from 2015, when initial site clearance and 
preparation works were underway. The second, from last week, was taken from the same location.

Christchurch Outpatients
Now that the façade of the Outpatients building is largely complete, the interior of the building is where the action is. The 
photos below, taken last Thursday, show progress inside the building, including the arrival of the first joinery and staff 
stations on Level 3.

Above, left to right: Using a 
scissor lift to load materials into 
Level 4; A consult room mocked-
up on Level 3 to check that the 
layout of equipment works; 
Staff station under protective 
cardboard wrap on Level 3; A 
view from the newly installed 
windows in the administration 
area on Level 3. Right: Plant floor 
pipework on Level 5; bolts and 
wiring.
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The Library
“Promising NZ anti-cancer drug headed for clinical trial” – a promising New Zealand-made anti-cancer drug is headed for 
clinical trial after picking up a $23 million grant overseas. The chemotherapy drug targets oxygen-deprived cancer cells 
while sparing normal tissues, making the treatment more active, specific and safer than older chemotherapy drugs. Clinical 
trials could begin as early as next year. From HealthCentral.nz, published online: 11 March 2018. 

“The Challenge of Doctor-Patient Relations in the Internet Age” – a psychiatrist talks about the difficulties in encouraging 
patients towards treatment paths when the Internet is seen to offer more objective information about illnesses and 
treatments than a licenced clinician. From New York Times, published online: 1 March 2018. 

“Vitamin and Mineral Supplements: What Clinicians Need to Know” – vitamins and supplements are a huge industry – but 
often there is limited research demonstrating clear benefits. This article provides information to help clinicians answer 
common patient questions about micronutrient supplements and assist promoting appropriate use. From JAMA, published 
online: 6 March 2018. 

If you want to submit content to The Library email communications@cdhb.health.nz.  
To learn more about the-real life library for Canterbury DHB:

 › Visit: www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/library
 › Phone: +64 3 364 0500
 › Email: librarycml.uoc@otago.ac.nz

This week we have received some great feedback from 
staff about the Excel Basics training being run as part of 
familiarising staff with the forthcoming Patient Information 
Care System (PICS). 

Enrolments are via healthLearn: www.healthlearn.ac.nz 

The course name is: South Island Patient Information Care 
System (SIPICS) Excel Basics.

Here’s some of the feedback:

 › I learnt a few new things that will help me out a lot in 
my work. I think it’s a great little crash course and that 
everyone will benefit from it. I have been using Excel for 
years and still found knowledge from it 

 › I found the course very useful.  It was a reminder of 
things that could be done on Excel that I had forgotten 

and taught me something new as in filtering. I have 
recommended it to work colleagues.

 › Yes it was good. Picked up some extra pointers. I think 
even useful for those who have never used it, as clearly 
we will be more exposed to Excel when on SI PICS.

 › I thought it was great and appropriate, helped with the 
basics that need to be known, with easy steps and tips. It 
was good also as a refresher. As it was short – straight to 
the point, I think a great many administrators would benefit!

 › I learnt quite a bit, I knew a lot of it but there was half 
of it I did not know. I would definitely recommend it to 
someone who uses Excel now. I have already used what I 
learnt twice, and I work in Excel every day!

The next sessions are on Tuesday 20 March at 12 noon, and 
Wednesday 21 March at 1:45 pm and 2:00 pm.

http://healthcentral.nz/promising-nz-anti-cancer-drug-headed-for-clinical-trial/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/01/well/live/doctor-patient-communication-listen-relationship-millennial-college-depression-anxiety.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fhealth
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2672264
http://www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/library
mailto:librarycml.uoc@otago.ac.nz
http://www.healthlearn.ac.nz
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Care Starts Here – Review of our 
Occupational Health Services
By General Manager People and Capability Michael 
Frampton 

We’re committed to putting people at the heart of all we 
do through our People Strategy – Care Starts Here. Only 
through Valuing Everyone, Being and Staying Well and 
Doing the Right Thing can we continue to provide the best 
possible care for our community.

As part of the commitment made in our People Strategy, 
the People and Capability team are:

 › Designing a new way of working to better support 
people across the organisation.

 › Expanding the services we support. 
 › Driving a new approach to talent, leadership and 

capability.
 › Investing in our people data to enrich decision making.
 › Systematising our health and safety practices.
 › Broadening our Occupational Health Service.

On this latter priority, Executive Director of Nursing Mary 
Gordon and I initiated the Occupational Health Service 
Improvement Project [the “Review”] in 2017. The Review 
aimed to: 

 › Develop a vision for Canterbury DHB’s Occupational 
Health Service that responds to what’s already known 
about the health and wellbeing needs of Canterbury 
DHB people and which anticipates the changing nature 
of the workforce and the impact this might have on staff 
health and wellbeing services. 

 › Review the current Occupational Health Service, 
including the range and reach of services provided, in 
order to understand the extent to which current services 
meet the current and anticipated future needs of 
Canterbury DHB people. 

 › Make recommendations about how to best deliver the 
range of services required to meet current needs, and 
how to evolve the service in ways which will deliver to the 
anticipated needs of Canterbury DHB’s future workforce.

The Review was supported by a Steering Group with a 
range of internal and external knowledge, experience 
and perspectives. The Review involved a literature scan 
of related studies, an online survey of our workforce, and 
a series of in-depth interviews. Over 1400 of our people 
responded to the survey.

At the end of January, the Executive Management Team 

(EMT) endorsed the Review's recommendations and 
approved resourcing to establish a programme of work 
that supports the Occupational Health Service to evolve 
towards its vision of providing high quality support for the 
Canterbury DHB workforce to be and stay well.

We know that achieving this vision will require: 

 › Increased focus on prevention and health promotion.
 › A more equitable approach to provision of support to our 

people experiencing mental ill health, physical ill health, 
and injury, including the possible adoption of a case 
management to illness as well as injury.

 › Increased emphasis on supporting our people with 
mental ill health at work.

 › Increased use of data to inform service delivery activity 
and to support organisational productivity.

 › A more integrated approach, partnering more closely 
with Community Public Health, primary care, and third 
party service providers. 

 › Appropriate resourcing.

An Advisory Group has been established to guide the 
programme of work – and met for the first time on 
Wednesday 14 March. Members include:

 › Director of Nursing at the Christchurch Campus Heather 
Gray.

 › Medical Officer of Health Dr Ramon Pink. 
 › Clinical Director, Medical Capability Development Dr 

Mark Jeffery.
 › General Manager Mental Health Toni Gutschlag.
 › Manager Wellbeing Health and Safety Mark Lewis.
 › Health and Wellbeing Manager - Fonterra Terry 

Buckingham.
The Advisory Group is working with a project team to 
deliver a high-level implementation plan to EMT by early 
April. Their initial advice has also included the acceleration 
of some key recommendations within the Review, and 
they’re working with focus and urgency. 

I look forward to keeping you up to date as this very 
important work progresses to better support our people 
to be and stay well as part of our commitment through the 
People Strategy – Care Starts Here. 

For more information go to the Canterbury DHB website. 
Here you will find a summary of the Review, and the full 
Review report.

http://www.cdhb.health.nz/About-CDHB/corporate-publications/Pages/Occupational-Health-Service-Improvement-Project.aspx
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“Message of Hope” cycling odyssey 
continues
Hillmorton Hospital Librarian Julie Milne is now conquering 
the North Island on her six-week cycle trip the length of 
New Zealand to raise awareness about stroke.

She has completed the South Island section of her intrepid 
“Tour de Stroke” from Bluff to Cape Reinga, and is currently 
north of Dargaville. 

The cycle trip is a journey that would be daunting for 
anyone, particularly a 60-year-old with limited movement 
in the right side of her body. At times head winds, hills and 
persistent rain have been exhausting. 

However Julie hasn’t lost any of her determination and is 
getting recognised and encouraged along the way, and 
greeted with welcoming parties and dinners.

One person said: “I saw you on the Rimutaka Hill this 
afternoon, a simply outstanding effort”. Another says “Wow 
you are so inspiring” and another, “What a legend”.

In many of the towns and cities she visits, Julie is sharing 
her inspirational story of survival and determination with 
local stroke clubs, radio stations and newspapers.

“One day I found myself cycling from our beautiful 
campsite by the Manawatu River into the centre of town to 
front two reporters who are enthusiastically spreading my 
message of hope,” she says.

Julie had two strokes at the age of six and doctors thought 
she wouldn’t be able to hold down a job, get married or 
have children and may have to live in an institution. 

Today she is married with two children and has a Master’s 
degree in Information and Library Studies. 

Julie says she is living proof that people who have had a 
stroke are still capable of achieving. She wants to let people 
know there is life after stroke and that with support stroke 
survivors and their families can enjoy full lives with success 
and purpose. 

She says that 54 years after her strokes she is still seeing 
improvements in her condition. One example happened 
within the last fortnight when she noticed a significant 
development in her right side. 

“I was biking along quite peacefully when I noticed my 
right calf was working hard. As well as this I had increased 
sensation with my right side shoulder and back. This has 
never happened before, together. To me this is a significant 
step forward.”

We look forward to 
hearing about the rest 
of her journey. 

Go Julie!
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Child Health Service receives valuable 
support for breastfeeding mothers
Establishing breastfeeding routines in healthy full term babies is difficult enough, so new mothers who find themselves 
with their babies in hospital often struggle with breastfeeding because of the worry.

The use of breast pumps helps make things easier and Canterbury District Health Board Child Health Service is thrilled to 
have received a donation of two new pumps valued at $4000 each from insurance company Fidelity Life.

Accepting the donation on behalf of Canterbury DHB’s 
Child Health Service, Māia Health Foundation, CEO 
Michael Flatman says it is fantastic to get this philanthropy. 
“While the health system does an amazing job, it’s 
generosity like this that enables us to deliver that little bit 
of extra support that can make a world of difference to 
someone.”

Sudden weaning can be very distressing for both mother 
and baby so breast pumps play an important role to help 
mothers who might be struggling to breastfeed to express 
milk. 

Nursing Director Christchurch Women’s Hospital Lynne 
Johnson says the breast pumps will be a welcome addition 
to the Child Health Service. “We are thrilled with this 
donation. It really helps mothers of small babies maintain 
their milk supply and that’s vital because breast milk is so 
important for these children.”

CEO Fidelity Life Nadine Tereora says the organisation was 
delighted to be able to support the local community. “We 
feel the Māia Health Foundation is perfectly aligned to what 
we believe in and we know 
these pumps will help make 
a real difference to the 
mothers that need them.”

Fidelity Life also donated 
dozens of soft toys that 
were distributed to patients 
in the Child Health Service. 

Child Health Service Manager Anne Morgan, Nursing Director Christchurch Womens Hospital Lynn 
Johnson, Staff nurse Paediatric Ward Miranda Wroe, CEO Fidelity Life Nadine Tereora, CEO Maia Foundation 
Michael Flatman, Charge Nurse Manager Children’s Acute Assessment Unit Warren Nairn and his daughter 
Hayley at the donation of two breast pumps by Fidelity to the Child Health Service

Nadine Tereora CEO Fidelity Life with Elia Taylor (7), who was the 
happy recipient of a cuddly rabbit that was part of a donation of soft 
toys to the Child Health Service by Fidelity Life
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Protecting babies from whooping 
cough 
Mothers and babies in the maternity unit at Rangiora Health Hub will be protected against whooping cough after 24 staff 
had pertussis vaccinations.

The unit’s Charge Midwife Suzanne Salton invited Occupational Health to visit and offer staff the whooping cough 
(pertussis) vaccination to ensure they, and mothers and babies, are protected against the infection.

The invitation was also offered to other health professionals working in the old Rangiora Hospital building. Those who took 
up the invitation included midwives, hospital aides and cooks, a social worker and public health nurses.

“We felt this was a good opportunity to get as many staff vaccinated as possible to ensure the spread of pertussis would 
be minimised for all those we care for as well as the wider community,” Suzanne says. “Thanks very much to Occupational 
Health for coming out to us to administer these vaccinations and also to our local public health nurses for completing 
those who couldn’t make it on the day.”

Canterbury DHB’s staff vaccination programme targets pregnant women, expectant fathers and anyone who comes into 
contact with children at as part of their job.

The Ministry of Heath has declared a national outbreak of whooping cough. Pertussis epidemics occur regularly every 
three to five years and it is expected that this is the early stages of an epidemic and rates are likely to continue to increase. 
Young babies are at highest risk of severe disease – they often catch it from older siblings, their parents or family members 
and friends.

From 1 January to 10 November last year a total of 1315 cases of whooping cough were notified around the country. Of 
these cases, 82 were babies aged under one year. Half of these babies were hospitalised. From 2011 to 2013 there were 
four deaths from whooping cough, three in infants too young to have started their immunisations. 

The free maternal immunisation programme provides good protection for mothers and newborn babies. When pregnant 
women are vaccinated, they pass their immunity on to their baby, protecting them for their first few months of life, until 
their baby is fully immunised. 

The protection the baby gets from their mother is temporary, so it is important to start baby’s immunisations on time at six 
weeks.

Midwifery Council praises quality  
of midwifery education
Canterbury DHB’s midwifery education programme has been praised by the Midwifery Council.

The Council has just re-approved Canterbury DHB as an accredited continuing midwifery education provider.

Midwifery Council Deputy Registrar Susan Calvert says the Council is overwhelmed with the quality and diversity of the 
education provided and the number of midwives engaging in this education, which is well over and above the minimum 
required. 

“We have decided to grant approval for a further three-year period before seeking another comprehensive application. 
Approval is until 31 March 2021.” 

Director of Midwifery Norma Campbell says the result is great news: “I would like to commend our educator team for all 
their hard work maintaining standards for midwives in Canterbury DHB.”

General Manager Christchurch Campus Pauline Clark says it’s an excellent result.
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Understanding the needs of kauma–tua 
in aged care 
Karen Keelan (Ngāti Porou/Ngai-te-Rangi) was Canterbury DHB's first inpatient-
based Hauora Māori Worker for Older Person’s Health Specialist Service. 

In that role, she observed many younger Māori patients using older persons health 
services including aged residential care facilities. The mother-of-two and University 
of Otago’s Māori Research Advisor is studying part-time for a PhD.

Karen realised the need for better information about the experiences of kaumātua 
in aged residential facilities, and the cultural responsiveness of facilities. This is now 
the focus of her postgraduate study at the University of Otago, Christchurch. 

The University of Otago, Christchurch, is New Zealand's most research-intensive 
campus for health and medical sciences. There are more than 1000 students on 
the Christchurch campus, including medical students in their three clinical years of 
training, and postgraduate health sciences students, such as Karen, undertaking a 
range of programmes to PhD level.

Karen Keelan

Donated couches appreciated by 
RMOs
Resident Medical Officers (RMOs) at Christchurch Hospital are enjoying two new couches in their lounge, thanks to the 
support of the Christchurch Hospital Volunteers.

The couches have replaced two old ones which were well past their ‘use by’ dates, says Service Development Manager, 
Resident Doctors’ Support Team (RDST) Karen Schaab. “We are very grateful for them.”

On behalf of the RMOs, the RDST has formally thanked the volunteers for their very generous donation.

Coordinator of Volunteers, Christchurch 
Hospital, Louise Hoban-Watson says 
the donation was possible because of 
the hard work and dedication by the 
wonderful volunteers "and the support 
that we receive from staff, visitors and 
patients buying from the hospital Gift 
Shop and trolley that visits the wards". All 
the volunteers have a much needed role 
with in the hospital.

RMO Sarah Cuddihy says the RMOs 
would like to say a big thank you to the 
hospital volunteers. The new sofas are a 
massive improvement on the old ones, 
and are much appreciated. 

“Thank you for the work that you do, and 
for your support".

From left, Resident Medical Officer Sarah Cuddihy, Volunteer Christine Teasdale and 
Resident Doctors’ Support Team Leader Janelle Butcher
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One minute with… Marg Walker, 
Library Manager, Canterbury Medical 
Library
What does your job involve? 

As library manager I’m responsible for ensuring the 
library delivers the services needed to meet the needs of 
University of Otago, Christchurch, and Canterbury DHB 
staff and students. This means managing staff, services, 
infrastructure and finance. 

Why did you choose to work in this field? 

I kind of fell into it. When I left university I got a temporary 
job working in the Hamilton Public Library, was talked 
into going to Wellington to do a postgraduate library 
qualification, volunteered at the National Library while I 
was studying and that was it, I was hooked!

What do you like about it? 

I enjoy the interaction with people and helping them to get 
the information they need. You learn so much, and it is such 
fun getting to know the people and hearing about their 
work. I also enjoy working with library staff, they are a great 
team and very customer-focused.

What are the challenging bits? 

Sometimes it is just really hard to locate the information 
or item required, which is frustrating, especially if staff or 
students need the item urgently. 

Who inspires you? 

Our Canterbury DHB and University of Otago, Christchurch 
staff – their ability and dedication inspires me and so do 
the contributions they make to research. I’ve found the 
Canterbury DHB Quality Forums very enjoyable, especially 
the discussions that follow where you hear real passion for 
quality patient care.

What do Canterbury DHB’s values (Care and respect 
for others, Integrity in all we do and Responsibility for 
outcomes) mean to you in your role?

These values apply in the library as elsewhere, when 
people leave the library they should feel they have been 
treated with care and respect and have received good 
service.

One of the best books I have read was…

Full Dark House by Christopher Fowler. Two elderly London 
detectives and their motley crew tackle obscure cases. 
Witty and suspenseful with wonderful characters and a 
dash of London’s hidden history thrown in.

 
If I could be anywhere in the world right now it would be…

Right here – although there are so many places I have 
enjoyed and would love to visit again. I love tramping 
and running over New Zealand trails but have been 
a bit stymied by a bad knee. Luckily I had a half knee 
replacement in December so I hope to head up into the 
Port Hills for a walk again soon.

What do you do on a typical Sunday?

Go for a walk with my husband and friends. Do some 
housework or gardening. Cook Sunday dinner then watch 
TV.

One food I really like is…

Basically I just like food and cooking so one food doesn’t 
cut it, and I need lots of vegetables. Does chocolate count? 
If so that would be my favourite, preferably dark and even 
better if it has nuts. 

My favourite music is…

Country - Emmylou Harris, the Highwaymen.

 
If you would like to take part in this column or would like to nominate 
someone please contact Naomi.Gilling@cdhb.health.nz. 

mailto:Naomi.Gilling@cdhb.health.nz
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Security Message – Keep yourself safe
With the nights now closing in as the end of daylight saving approaches, please make sure you consider your safety when 
travelling to and from work. It is rare to have incidents, but if you take time to consider some simple actions then it will 
heighten your safety.

Remember at the Christchurch Hospital Campus we have: 

 › A security patrol driving the roads closest to the hospital between 8:00pm and 6:00am. 
 › A staff shuttle that will drop staff at staff car parks (leaving from the front entrance) between 8:00pm and 1:00am
 › Security staff out on the walking routes near Labs and the afternoon car park between 10:00pm and 11:30pm.
 › Staff shuttle bus from Deans Ave car park from 06:15am to 08:45am and return between 3:15pm and 18:30pm.

With many cyclists also buzzing around in the morning and at night, wear bright clothing, luminous safety vests or even 
carry a flashing light, as this can help to keep you out of harm’s way and visible.

You can still continue to request a security escort to your car through the Security Office at the Christchurch Hospital 
Emergency Department. On occasion, it may be possible to transport staff to vehicles using the Canterbury DHB shuttle 
vehicle.

Call the Security Team at any time of the day or night: 03 364 0454 or 027 432 1909 (put this in your phone contacts) 
internal extensions 80454 / 89993.

Further security advice
Walking alone at night

 › Where possible, always keep to well-lit areas.
 › Keep bags containing valuables, wallets, purses close to 

your body
 › Keep your cell phone where you can reach it.
 › Walk close to the gutter, not beside shop doorways.
 › Walk facing the traffic.
 › Check out the recommended walking routes and the 

security vehicle patrol routes for the Christchurch 
Hospital Campus on the intranet 

If you think someone is following you

 › Keep looking ahead and walk briskly.
 › Cross the road and see if they follow.
 › If they do, go to the nearest place where there are 

people.
 › Dial 111 and ask for Police.

What to do if you are attacked

 › Try to escape and get to safety. Then dial 111 and ask for 
Police.

 › Unless it is absolutely necessary to defend yourself to 
avoid harm, the best thing to do is to move away, avoid a 
confrontation, call Police and provide them with a good 
description.

 › You may use force to defend yourself, but force needs to 
be reasonable. Self-defence skills need to be practiced and 
you can do this by taking part in a self-defence course.

Keep safe in your car

 › Park in well-lit, busy areas.
 › Always lock your parked car.
 › Keep windows up and doors locked when you’re driving.
 › Don’t pick up hitchhikers, especially if you’re travelling 

alone.
 › If other motorists seem to be in trouble, think carefully 

before you stop and help.
 › If people try to block your way, drive on slowly and 

carefully and keep the doors locked.
 › If your own car breaks down, sit inside it with the doors 

locked. If you have a cell phone you can call a friend or 
AA Roadside assistance – call 0800 500 222 or *222 
from your mobile. Roadside assistance is available to AA 
members, or can you pay and join over the phone from 
the roadside.

 › If other motorists offer you a lift, talk to them through a 
slightly opened window. Only if you feel safe, take a lift to 
a place with people and lights, such as a service station.

If a driver stops and asks you for directions

 › Be polite but stay out of reach.
 › If you don’t trust them, walk away quickly in the opposite 

direction.
 › Don’t accept a lift from a stranger.

http://cdhbintranet/corporate/security/SitePages/Security Service - Safety walking routes.aspx
http://cdhbintranet/corporate/security/SitePages/Security Services - Night Vehicle Patrol.aspx
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Canterbury Grand Round
Friday, 23 March 2018 – 12.15pm to 1.15pm 
with lunch from 11.45am 

Venue: Rolleston Lecture Theatre - (Max 240 
people)

University of Otago Academic Welcome

Chair: David Murdoch 

It is requested out of politeness to the 
speaker(s), that people do not leave half way 
through the Grand Rounds

Video Conference set up in:

 › Burwood Meeting Room 2.6
 › Wakanui Room, Ashburton
 › Administration Building, Hillmorton
 › The Princess Margaret Hospital, Riley 

Lounge
 › Pegasus, Room 1.02

All staff and students welcome

This talk will be uploaded to the staff intranet 
within approximately two weeks. Please 
check out the video archive to see more 
Grand Rounds.

Next is – Friday, 6 April 2018 – No Grand 
Round on 30 April 2018

Rolleston Lecture Theatre

Convener: Dr R L Spearing  
(email: ruth.spearing@cdhb.health.nz)

Submissions to the Misuse of Drugs 
(Medicinal Cannabis) Amendment Bill 
close on Wednesday 21 March. If you 
would like to know more about this you 
can watch the recent Grand Round on 
the intranet.

mailto:ruth.spearing@cdhb.health.nz
https://vimeo.com/260664443/bffc4f558c
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Canterbury Brain Collective charities 
moving sites
The Canterbury Brain Collective, a joint venture between Dementia Canterbury and 
Multiple Sclerosis & Parkinson’s Canterbury, is moving to a new site.

From 26 March they will all be located at 3/49 Sir William Pickering Drive, Burnside, 
Christchurch, with services commencing at the new premises in early April. 

For the Canterbury Brain Collective the move is an intermediate step (several years) as 
they continue to work towards a long-term home for their collective services. 

Detailed information about parking/access will be available on the individual 
organisations’ Facebook pages and websites, and at their current premises. If you have 
any concerns, please phone or email them. 

From 26 March 2018 their new joint mailing address will be: P.O Box 20567, 
Bishopdale, Christchurch 8543.

Dementia Canterbury  
03 379 2590  
admin@dementiacanterbury.org  
www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz 
www.facebook.com/DementiaCanterburyNZ

Multiple Sclerosis & Parkinson’s Canterbury Inc.  
03 366 2857  
support@ms-pd.org.nz  
www.ms-pd.org.nz 
www.facebook.com/MSPDCHCH

mailto:admin@dementiacanterbury.org
http://www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
http://www.facebook.com/DementiaCanterburyNZ/
mailto:support@ms-pd.org.nz
http://www.ms-pd.org.nz
http://www.facebook.com/MSPDCHCH
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Vaccine trial for pregnant women
The University of Otago, in collaboration with Christchurch Women’s Hospital, is currently recruiting pregnant women for a 
clinical trial of a new RSV (respiratory syncytial virus) immunisation. 

RSV is the virus that causes bronchiolitis in babies and infants, frequently leading to hospital admission. The vaccine or 
placebo is given to women during the third trimester of pregnancy to protect their babies from severe RSV infection. 

This trial is an international study that will determine the efficacy of the vaccine for protecting babies against RSV. 
Christchurch is one of four New Zealand sites taking part in this global trial, now coming into its third year of recruitment. 
Over 3000 women worldwide have received either vaccine or placebo to date, 150 of whom were recruited in New 
Zealand.

The study is looking to recruit 
interested, eligible pregnant 
women, from now until the 
beginning of July. Potential 
participants will need to be:

 › Due to give birth between 3 
April to 1 August 2018 

 › Aged between 18-40 years 
old

 › In good general physical 
health

 › Singleton pregnancies

The study is keen to discuss 
the trial in more detail if you 
are interested in participating, 
or know someone who is, and 
answer all your questions. 

Please contact Di Leishman, 
Research Midwife, to arrange a 
meeting: email: di.leishman@
otago.ac.nz, or phone: 3644 631

Version 2.0, 28 Jan 2016 

  

RSV Vaccine in Pregnancy Study
Does Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) vaccine

in pregnancy protect babies against lung disease? 

 

RSV is the leading cause of lung disease in infants and young children and 
can be serious.

By the age of two, almost all children have been exposed to RSV. 
RSV illness early in life may also increase the chances of a child developing 

wheezing and asthma when they are older.

This study is to find out whether giving an RSV vaccine during the last
trimester of pregnancy will provide protection in new-born babies against RSV 

disease.

Who may be eligible to participate in this RSV Study?
Healthy 18-40 year old pregnant women.

Interested?

Contact: Di Leishman Research Midwife
Ph: 3644 631 Email: di.leishman@otago.ac.nz

Approved by the Central Health and Disability Ethics Committee 
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Canterbury Collaborative Simulation Interest Group (CCSIG) 

Date: 26th March 2018   

Time: 1330-1600hrs   

Venue:   Oncology Lecture Theatre, Ground floor, Christchurch Hospital.  

Christchurch              Registration fee: No charge  

Draft Programme: 
 IMS conference USA – Leona Robertson  

 Resus conference – Curt Ward Clinical Practice Manager. St John Ambulance  

 Communication & Teamwork – Chris Beasley & Maggie Meeks  

 Around the district updates   

TO REGISTER PLEASE CONTACT: Professional Development Unit 
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Me Whakawhitiwhiti Kotahi, Ka oti te Mahi 
Through working together, our goals will be achieved. 

 
 

You are invited to attend… 
 
Dates and details of further Merit Progression and CASP Information Sessions are 
now confirmed.  Seating is limited, so choose the workshop that best suits your 
schedule and register early.  Details are: 
 
 Tuesday, 27 February 2018  ̶  1:30 - 4:00pm 

Meeting Room 2.3b, Burwood Hospital 
rsvp your name, position and contact details to Jill.Wreford@cdhb.health.nz 

 
 Wednesday, 11 April 2018  ̶  1:30 - 4:00pm 

Lincoln Lounge, Hillmorton Hospital 
rsvp your name, position and contact details to Catherine.Pawlowski@cdhb.health.nz  

 
 Tuesday, 29 May 2018  ̶  1:30 - 4:00pm 

Wakanui Meeting Room, Ashburton Hospital 
rsvp your name, position and contact details to Catherine.Pawlowski@cdhb.health.nz 

 
 Wednesday, 27 June 2018   ̶  1:30 - 4:00pm 

Lower Ground Floor Seminar/Parent Educ. Rooms, Christchurch Women’s Hospital 
 rsvp your name, position and contact details to Rochelle.Audeau@cdhb.health.nz 

 
 Thursday, 23 August 2018  ̶  1:30 - 4:00pm 

Meeting Room 2.3b, Burwood Hospital 
rsvp your name, position and contact details to Jill.Wreford@cdhb.health.nz 

 
 Wednesday, 24 October 2018  ̶  1:30 - 4:00pm 

OPS Centre, Ground Floor, Christchurch Women’s Hospital 
rsvp your name, position and contact details to Rochelle.Audeau@cdhb.health.nz 

 
 
We look forward to meeting you and updating you on the CASP requirements. 
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The Ministry of Health is working with an advisory 
group and Epilepsy New Zealand to improve 
services for people living with epilepsy. 

We want to find out what is important to people with epilepsy, 
what services work well and what can be improved. 

March 2018 | HP6789

Do You Have Epilepsy?
WE NEED YOUR HELP

The  New Zealand

EPILEPSY
Consumer Experience

 SURVEY

Access the survey at www.epilepsy.org.nz/survey

The survey runs until Thursday 31 May 2018.

If you prefer, the survey can be emailed or posted to you.  
Please contact Epilepsy New Zealand for a copy.
phone: (07) 834 3556 
or email: national@epilepsy.org.nz

For support and education about  
epilepsy phone 0800 374 537. 


